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CABINET ECONOMIC GROWTH AND INFRASTRUCTURE COMMiTTEE

PROPOSAL FOR A NEW ZEALAND PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION

Proposal

1, We propose that·the Committee agree to establish a New Zealand Productivity
Commission.' , ' ,

Executive Summary

2 EGI directed officials to 'undertake the detailed design, anaiysis and costing of a
possible agency to carry out inquiries into prodUctivity, relateci matters and ex
post reviews of regulatory regimes and potentieJly other fLinctions' (EGI(09)
17/15).

3 New Zeal!lnd needs to significantly Improve its p\lblic and private sector
productivity through addr~sing constraints and exploiting opportunities. Placing
New Zealand's productivity performance on a new trajectory requires a high level
of ambition in the sorts of policy options that are considered by the govemment
and supported by the community. This in turn ~equires: ' '

• analysis that is grounded in evidence and well regarded by peers and
critics;

• the testing of ideas that are at the boundaries of what is currently known or
considered to be possible; and

• a process of stakeholder and publio engagement that involves the
oommunlty with both the analysis and ideas. '

4 While departments prOVide productivity-related polioyadvice, in reality they are
not l,Infettered in the preparation and delivery of suoh advice. They are
influenced by Ministerial preferenoes and government pblioy frameworks. and in
some oases the immediate demands orowd out or limit the effort they might

, otherwise put into forward looking evidence-based p(>lioy. Ad hocbodies have
their plaoe but their temporary nature makes it harder for them to support the
accumulation of knowledge over time and build their oredibility.

5' The Australian Productivity Commission (APC) has a reputation in Australia. ,New .. ",',
Zealand and beyond as filling the 'gap' left by departments and ad hOG bodies.
The APC model has been successfully replioated at the State level, with the
establishment of the Victorian Competition and Efficienoy Commission (VCEC).
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. .
The critical attributes for an agency that fills the 'gap' are independence,
relevance to the government's policy agerida, community-wide engagern!lnt and
competence.

6 The design features' of the proposed New Zealand Productivity Commission are
intended to embody these attributes in the agency. Insummary, we recommend

,that

. • The purpose of the agenr;:y is to Improve productivity in both·the public and
private sectors in away that is directed at supporting the overall well-being
of New Zealanders. . .

• The functions of the agency are:

On referral by the RespolJsible Minister, in conjunction with the relevant
portfolio Ministerand, in the case of reviews of regulatory regimes, th,e
Minister for Regulatory Reform, to: .

Hold inquiries ipto, and report to the referring Minister(s) about,
productivity related matters;
Conduct one-off ex post reviews of regulatory regimes;
Conduct one-off reviews of the efficiency and effectiveness of
regulatory agencies; and . .
Undertake ex ante regUlatory impact analysis (RIA) for a small
number of specific regUlatory proposals.

On its own initiative, to:

Undertake and pUblish its own research into productivity-related
matters to build its institutional knowledge and, as such, support its
InqUiry and review functions; and

.Promote publlc understanding of matters relating to productivity.

• . The agency is headed by 3-4 Commissioners, and Is supported by an '
establishment of approximately 21 FTEs. .

• The agency is an Indep.endent Crown Entity (ICE).

• "the annual work programme of the agency and terms of reference of
Inquiries/reviews are made public. .

• The agency is expected to consult widely when undilrtaklng inquiries,
reviews and regulatory impact analysis.

• Reports produced by the agenqy pursuant to a referral must be tabled In .
the House, but the government is not requirea to respond to them.

• The Commission obtains its analytical and administrative support from
Treasury, with a capacity to employ its own staff in future if required.

7 In'August 2009 the Australian and New Zealand Prime Ministers agreed that if
New Zealand chose to es~blish a ProductMty Commission there would be
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cooperation between this agency and theApc. Discussions have taken place
with both the Australian Treasury and APC on options for cooperation, and have
led to a commitment to cooperate in respect of supporting the establishment of .
the agency, and cooperation In regard to how Issues of mutual Interest.can be
taken forward. This Includes aspiring to jotntinqulries or studies on future Single
Economic ~arket (SEM) Issues.

8 Funding for the NZPC will be fr9m the baselines of departments and agencies
that currently provide productivity-related p"olicy advice and those
agencies/Crown Entities whose delivery has a significant influence on
productivity.

Background

9 cabinet agreed that officials undertake the detailed design, analysis and costing
of a: possible agency to carry out hiquiries into productivity related matters and ex
post reviews ofregulatory regimes and potentially other functions (EGI(09)
17/15). This work was carried out by a jointTreasury/MED working group. An
interdepartmental reference group was also established and contributed to the
work. .

Design Features

Purp~e ofagency

10 We propo~ that the purpose of the agency is to provide advice to the
government on improving productivity in both the public and private sectors in a
way fuat is directed at supporting the overall well-!;Jeing of New Zealanders.

11 The scope of the agency will include all matters relating to productMty, inclu.ding:
. ent.erprise (tax, regulation and competition); skills, innovation, infrastructura.

natural resources, investment, international connectedness, and public sector
productivity.

12 The scope is deliberately broad to enable the agency t(J do.a·wide range of
inquires and reviews, given :that the factors that impact on productivity are
themselves many a·nd varied. What the agency is actually asked to do will be
determined by the government It is expected the agency will do nO more than 2
3 large inquires or reviews each year, or more smaller ones. Public sector .
productivity Is emerging as an important issue in NewZealand. It is a reasonable
expectation that inquiries and reviews into public sector productivity"would occur.

Functions

13 We propose the functions ofthe agency are to:

Primary

• Hold inquiries into, :and report to the Minister about, productMty related
matters that are referred to it by the Minister;·.

• Conduct one off ex post reviews of regUlatory regimes;
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• Conduct one-off reviews of the efficiency and effectiveness of regulatory
agencies; and '

• 'Undertake ex ante regulatory impact analysis for specific regulatory ,
proposals. '

Secondary

• Undertake and pUblish Its own research ilito productivity related matters to
build Its Institutional knowledge and, as such, support its inquiry and review
functions; and

• Promote public understanding of matters relating to productivity.

14 An indication of the range of matters that could be the subject of Inquiries is
,provided by the APC and VCEC (annex 2). The potential range Is inherently very
,broad.

15 The .intent to undertake one-off expost reviews of regulatory regiines and one off
reviews of the efficIency and effectiveness of regulatory agencies on referral is
consistent with the Government's 'better regulation, less regulation' objective.
and recognises that the efficiency and 'effectiveness of regUlatory regimes can'
have a material effect on both private and public sector productivity,

16 The intent to undertake ex ante regulatory impact analysis for specific 'regUlatory
proposals reflects the fact this will be an agency with specialist capability in cost
benefit atlalysis and evidence-based policy, and is also independent. It therefore
provides another avenue to have regulatory impact analysis undertaken, possibly
of very complex, 'significant, and controversial regulatory proposals.

17 It is 'not expected that the agency will be resourced to engage in eXtensive
promotion of public understanding of p~oduclivityrelated matters: The sorts of
activities anticipated are analogous to the speech!lS that Gary B~mks (Chair of
the APC) gives quite regularly on productivity related matters, although
pUblishing its own research is 'also expected to contribute to this function:

18 The agency will require a research capacitY to Iiuild and maintainlts knowledge
base in areas relevant to its mandate and future inquiries. It Will be ?ble to
publish research studies. , .

fndepenrfence ,

19 We propose that the agency is an Independent Crown Entity (ICE).
Independence has been identified as a critical attribute of the agency. The
features of an ICE that influenced this judgment are: the greater security of
tenure of Commissioners (board members of ICEs are appointed by the
Governor General and can only be removed on very limited grounds). and the
fact that they are not able to be directed by the governmentto have regard to
Government policy. '

20 However, the agency must also produce advice that is policy relevant as well as
credible and independent. An agency that is seen as ideological. unbalanced or
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impracticai in its advice Is not likely to be successful. The tone of the agency will
largely oe set by the Commissioners, and hence appointing the right people Is
critical. A close relationship with the APC at senior levels may also help the .'
agency to 'calibrate' its approach, as the APC is considered to have got the
balance right' . .'

.Commissioners

21 We propose that the agency Is headed by 3·4 Commissioners, one'of whom ,
would be Chair. While the COll)missioners would be part-time, a full·time Chair
may be desirable. There Is also provision to appoint Associate Commissioners.

22 The structure of Commissioners and associate Commissioners [s consistent with
the APC(whlch has a full-time Chair). Associate Commissioners are likely to be
appointed as required because of their specialist expertise to contribute to
particular Inquires or reviews. Commissioners act In both a govemance role and
lead Inquiries, but the inquiry team will also have a leader at the staff level.

Powers

23 In addition to the usual powers of a natural person,we propose that the statute
prOVide that the agency is a Government department for the purposes of the
Statistics Act 1975;as this will ~aciiitate access to statistics.

Work programme

24 We propose that the government detenmines the work programme for the
agency, and it would only undertake Inquiries, revlew~ and regulatory Impact
analysis on·the basis sf a reference from the government.

25 The principle Is that the government would direct the agency whatlo inquire into,
but not direct it In relation to its recommendations. There would be an annual
work p'rogramme, developed.through input from departments and advice from
the agency itself. The work programme would be made public.

26 We propose that the Minister of Finance be the responsible Minister and
Treasury the responsible department (in Australia this is the Treasurer and'

.Treasury). The reSponsible department would coordinate and advise on thework
programl1)e and tenms of reference. The responsible Minister would Issue the.
terms of reference in conjunction \\lith the relevant portfolio Minister and; In the
case of revieWS of regUlatory regimes, the Minister for Regulatory Refonm. It is

. envisaged that the relevant portfolio department would have a role in determining
the terms of reference. The tenms of reference would also be made public.

. .
27 The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry agrees that the majority of the

programme should be directed by Ministers but considers that the Commission
.should have some abilitY to pursue its own research/evaluation agenda. While
this differs from the Australian model the NZ context is slightly different. New
Zealand has a very limited number of Independent 'think tanks' looking at the
New Zealand economy..in..any depth and MAF believe one with some .
independence·would make a significant contribution. MAF recommends that the
Commission should have an additional functlon to 'Hold inquiries into, and report
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to the relevant Minister(s) about, productivity related matters that are determined
by the agency to warrant investigation'.

Reporting to Government

28 We. propose that the responsible Minister must table in parliament the
Productivity Commission reports pursuant to inquiries and reviews, but there
would not be an obligation on the government to respond.

29 Officials' on-balance judgment is that the government should not be required to
respond to reports. If the work of the agency is valued then the government will .
have an incentive to respond to r~ports, and the pUblic nature of the reports will
provide an added incentive. In Australia there is a convention that the
Government does respond to reports, but there is ho statutory obligation to ao
so.

Trans-Tasman relationship

30 We propose that there be provision for trans-Tasman i.nquiries and studies Into
Single Economic Market issuess.

31 . Discussions with the APC and Australian Treasury have led to a commitment to
cooperate in ·respect to supporting the establtshment of the ag!'lncy, and
oooperatlon In regard to how issues of mutual interest can be taken forward.
This includes aspiring to joint inquires or studies on future Single Economic
Market issues.

Size

32 We propose establishing an agency that has 3-4 Commissioners and supported
.!Jyan establishment of approximately 21 FTEs. . .

33 The agency will be of a comparable sIze to ilie VCEC, which is seenlo have
critical mass. ..

AdminIstrative and analyticai support

34 We propose that the Commission initially obtain Its analytical and administrative
support from Treasury. Estebltshing the Commission as an ICEwill allow the
agency to employ its own staff (While still sharing back-office support with
another agencyi at some time in the future, if required.

35 Two options for the provision of analytical and administrative support to the
proposed Produotivity Commission are considered to be viable:

.,..~.,~. ..
36·· Option 1: An lCE that shares baok-office support services with(or obtains those

services from) another agencY. which could be Treasury. Baok-office services
inolude HR. IT, finance and legal. Analytical staff are employed by the
Commission.

37 Option 2: An ICE that enters into an arrangement with Treasury tQ provide both .
analytical support and back-office services. Other than the Commissioners, who
are appointed by the Governor General, all staff are formally employed -by or
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seconded to the Treasury, but there would be protocols between Treasury and
the Commission which protect its independence.

38 Option 2 is similar to the model that operates in Victoria w~h the {VCEC},..which
is supported by the Victolian Department ofTreasury and Finance, and the
provision of support by the Ministry of Justice to the Wanangi Tribunal.

39 The fo!lowing table summariseli \he relative Cbsts and benefits of the two options.

ICE with shared back office ICE whIch contracts to Treasury for both
services (option 1) analytical support and back-office servIces

- (optIon 2)

Benefits Provides a greater assurance Most consistent with the Government's goal of·
that the Productivity reducing the proliferation of public sector
Commission will be perceived agencies (lhrough obtaining more of lls support
aa independent. from ail existing agency).

Mayfacilitate the establishment of the
Commissicn. as Itwill be able to draw on li!n
existing institutIon ralher than starting from

.- scratch. There will also be clear accountability
to the Secrelaryto the Treasury to deliver on
establishment.

Costsfrlsks While achieving some A potentjally significant risk that in some
economies through shared quarters the Commission will be seen to be
services the Commission will influenced byTreasury, thus undermining its
still be seen as a new pUblic reputation for Independence..
sectoragency.

Effectively another function for Treas).llY thatwin
need to be absorbed. it Will represent an
Increase In Treasury's staffing cap of
approximately 21 FfEs.

40 Establishment and ongoing costs of the Productivity Commission are similar In
both'cases as both assume sharing of back office services. If any agency,
including Treasury, provides back office services, there is likely to be an ilicrease
in their total FTEs. .

41 The judgment on which option to select primarily depends on how much weight is
put on the Govemmenfsobjective of reducing the proliferation of public sector
agencies, and managing the establishment risks that can arise with a new
agency, relative to the risk to the perceived independence of the ·Commisslon.

42 With Option 2 there Is some risk around .perceived independence. However,
·some features of the Commission help manage this risk:

• Establishing the agency as an ICE is intended to secure the independence
of the agency. This gives Commissioners seourity of tenura (the threshold

. for removal is very high) and the Minister is not able to direct the entity to
have regard to or give effect to Government policy;



. • Requiring public inquiries, and publishing both the terms of reference and
. final reports (the.APC is also required to' publish draft reports) Is intended

to contribute to transparency;

• The appointment of Commissioners who have a high level of credibility is a
key implementation strategy (It isa[so likely that the staff that support the
Commission will include secondees from other depl;lrtments and staff that
are new to Treasury, reducing the perception of a 'Treasury-only'
Commission); and .

• As with the VCEC the relationship between the Commission and Treasury
will be defined' in such a way that the independence of the Commission is
clear. The VCECand Victorian Department of Treasury and Rnance
(DTF) have a comprehensive Framework Agreement which has as its
basis: 'the underlying principle that the analysis, acMce and other work of

.the VCEC and VCEC secretariat is clearly independent of the DTF. On
.administrative matters the VCEC Secretariat is supported like arl other
outputs in DTF.'

43 .While the risk to the perception of independence is relevant to selecting between
the two options, we consider.that there is a material benefit drawing on the
infrastructure and strengths of Treasury during the establishment phase of the
Commission. We conslder'tlJat there are adequate' safeguards to protect the

. independence.of.the- Commission.

44 Once the 'Commission is'up and, running the establishment risk no longer exists,
and at some time in the future a case tJ:lay be made that the Commission shouid
employ its own staff (while still sharing back-office services with another agency).
Establishing the Commission as an ICE will give the agency the required

. legislative ability to do so. .

Analysis

45 The substantive analysis of a Proquctivity Commission and risk assessment is
contained In the attaclied RegUlatory Impact Statement and summarised in the
Executive Summary.

Implications for other agencies

46' The establishment of a Productivity Commission ha.s implications for agenci!'S .
that currently provide productivity-related polley advice. The CommIssion Will .
consi~er specified policy issues that fall within the purview of such departments
to assist decision-making by Ministers In these polley areas. However, the
Commission would not SUbstitute for the core polley advice role of the
departments and its success would be dependent on these departments having
capacity to implement any Government policy resul.ting from the Commission
reports. .

, Consul~ation

47. The following agencies have been 'consulted: Treasury, Ministry of Economic
Development, Depariment of Labour, Ministry of Research, ~cience and
Technology, Miriistry of Transport, State Services Commission, Inland Revenue
Department, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, New Zealand Food Safety

..•~." ..
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Authority, Statistics New Zealand, Ministry for the Environment, Ministry of
Fisheries, Ministry ofForeign Affairs and Trade, Ministry of Educa~on, Te Puni
Koklri, Department of Building and Housing, MinistrY of Social Development,
Ministry of Health, Ministry of Justice, Department of Internal Affairs, New .
Zealand Customs Service, Land Information New Zealand, Department of
Conservation, Ministry of CUlture and Heritage, Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, .
Ministry of Women's Affairs. The following agencies have been consulted on the
funding proposal: NeVi Zealand HO,usJng: Corporajion, New Ze.al~nc! Transp.0rl
Agency,. New Zealand Tourism Board, New Zealand Trade and Enterprise,
Tertiary Education Commission, Accident Compensation Corporation. The
'Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet has been informed.

48. .Discussions were held with a small number of New Zealand senior public
servants, current and past politicians and informed commentators from
consultancies and academia. Discussions were also held with the APC, VCEC
and Australian Treasury. ' -

49. A-number of departments commented on tlie options for the pro'illsion of
analytical and administrative support to the Commission. ,On balance Treasury
favours Option 2 (Treasury providing full support), with a legislative'ability to _
mqve to option 1, as it considers that the benefits assoelated with reducing the
proliferation of publio sector agencies and facilitating' the establishment of the
Commission are important, and the risks are manageable.

50. SSC's preliminary view is that option 2 is the preferred option If the perceptions
around independence Can be managed. However, ,ssewould SllPport both
options being presented in the Cabinet paper to aliow fuller debate. -

51. MED considers that both options are viable, but on balance favours Option 1 as it
provides greater assurance that the Commissi(;Jn will be perceived as
independent Given that actual and perceivecl independence Is critical to tne·
credibility of the Commission and its ability to deliver on its purpose, this is
considered to outweigh any risks in relation to the perception of public sector
proiiferatlon. MED considers there is a potentially significant risk that Option 2, a
CommisslolJ serviced and. staffed by Tr!3asury officials, will be seen to be'
influenced. by Treasury, thus underniining its reputation for independence. Other
agencies that support option ,1 includ~: DoL, MoRST, Fisheries, MoH, NZFSA.

Timing

52. It Is proposed that, subject to the legislative process, the ProductiVity
, Commission-Act will be passed by December 201 O. The Commission would be

established by 1 April 2011, and receive Its first referrals from the Government at
that time. The Commission would commence its first inquiries or revieWs prior to
the 2011 election, but report after the election.
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Financial Implications

53. A budget for the agency is provided below. This assumes that the required
legislation will be passed by the end of calendar year 201 O. and the agency
commences two Inquiries prior to the election. but reporting post-election.

2010111 2011112 2012f13 2013/14 2014115
Establishment costs $1.960 m

,and commencement
of innulries/reviews·
2 inouirieslreviews/vr $4.901 m
3 innuirieslreviews/vr $5.260 m $5.260m $5.260m. ' .. . .*A cap,ltallOJection of $0.5 million IS also reqUIred. The capital Injection wl1l be met
from a funding switch between the operational funding savings from the various
agencies and a capital injection for the new agency. '

54. We propose funding come from existing baselines ofagencies from which the
Government currently receives public 'and private sector productivity-related
policy advice and those agencies/Crown Entities whose delivery has a significant
influence on productivity.

, 55. The Government already funds a very significant amount of produclivily-related
polley advice across the public sector as a Whole, inclUding a range of advice on
regulatory regimes and 'value fot money' initiatives. It seems reasonable to
redirect a relatively small percentag!ll of that funding to an alternative source of
advice which has considerable potential for providing new ideas to improve New
Zealand's productivity performance.

56. Twenty-eight agencies including Crown Entities have been identified. Some
agencies have a bigger role than others in productivity-related advice, and will
therefore provide proportionately more funding. The details are provided in the'
recommendations.

Human ~ights,

01. This paper'has no human rights implications.

Legislative Implications

58. A Bill is required to implement the proposal outlined in thIs paper. A bid has
been made for the New Zealand Productivity, Bill to be included in the 2010
legislation programme, with a category 2 priority (to be passed in 2010). It Is
anticipated thatthe Bill would be introduced in late May 201 0, with a Select
Committee report back in September 201 0-and the Bill being passed in .
December 2010. It is recommended that the Bill contain a proVision that the Act
be binding on the Crown,
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Regulatory Impact Analysis

Regulatory Impaot Analysis requirements

59. Since tne present policy proposal requires a Cabinet decision to establish a
statutory body the Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) requirements apply. A RIS

. has been prepared and is attached.

Quality of the analysis

60. An interim internal Treasury RIA panel reviewed the Regulatory Impact
Statement (RIS) prepared by Treasury and the associated supporting material. In
the panel's view, the information and analYsis summarised In the R1S meets fue
quality assurance criteMa. . .

c~nsistencywith .Government Statement on Regulation

61.- We have considered fue analysis and advice of officlals, as summarised in the
attached RegUlatory Impact Statement and we are satisfied fuat, aside from the
risks, uncertainties and caveats already noted in this Cabinet paper, the
proposals recommended !nthis paper:

• are required in the public interest;
. .

• Will deliver the highest net benefits of fue practical options avaitable, and

• are consistent with our commitments in the Government Statement 'E\etter
Regulation, Less Regulation'.

PUblicity

62. We propose to issue a press release announcing that the Government has
decided to establish the Productivity Commission. The Minister of Finance will
also write to the Australian Treasurer advisif)g him of the decision.

Recommendations

63. We recommend that the Committee:

1. agree to establish a New Zealand Productivity CommissIon.

2. agree that fue purpose of fue Commission is to improve productiVity in bofu
fue public and private sectors in a way fual is directed at supporting the
overall well-being of New Zealanders.

3. agree that the functions of the Commission (subject to drafting) should be:

On referral by the Responsible Minister, in conjunction with the relevant
portfolio Minister and, in the case of reviews of regUlatory regimes, the
Minister for Regulatory Reform, to: .

• Hold inquiries into, and report to the referring Minlster(s) about,
productivity-related matters fuat are referred to it by the Minister;
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• Conduct ex post reviews of regulatory regimes;

• Conduct reviews of the efficiency and effectiveness of regulatory
agencies; and

• Undertake ex ante regulatory impact analysis for a small number of
specific regulatory proposals.

On its own initiative, to:

• Undertake and'pUblish its own research into productivity-related
matters to build Its Institutional knowledge and, as such, support its
inquiry and reviews functions; and . .

• . Promote public understanding of matters relating to productivity.

4. . agree the Commission should not have tlie provision to hold a limited
number of inquiries tnto, and report to the relevant Minister(s).about,
productivity related matters that are determined by the agency to warrant
investigation.

Or

5. agree (MAF recommendation) the Commission should have the provision
to hold a limited number of inquiries into, and report to the relevant

. Minister(s} about, productivity related matters that are determined by the
agency to warrant investigation.

6. agree that the Commission is headed by 3-4 Commissioners, and Is
supported by an establishment of apprOXimately 21 FTEs.

7. agree that provision should also be made to.appolntAssociate 
Commissioners•.

8. agree that the Commission is an Independent Crown Entity (ICE).

9. ag"ree that the annual work programme of the Commission and terms of
reference of inquiries/reviews must be made public.

10.. agree that the Commission Is expected to consult Widely when undertaking
inquiries, reviews and regulatory Impact analyses.

11. agree that the Commission be allowed to determine its own procedures
and may publish its reports and research, subject to any constraints in the
terms of reference, which may specify the scope of the Inquiry, procedures
that the Commission must follow, and the date by which the Commission
must sl,lbmit its report.

12. .agree that the Commission has the capacity· to undertake joint inquires or
studies with the Australian Productivity Cominission. .
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13. agree that reports produced by tl:te Commission pursuant to a referral must
be tabled in the Hou~e, but the government is not required to respond to
them. , '

14. agree th'at the Commission will be a Government agency for the purpose of
the Statistics Act 1975.

15: note that the 'Offlciallnforn1ation Act 19B2 applies, to tne Commls:sion. ,

16. agree that the Minister of Finance is the responsible Minister and the
Treasury is the responsible department.

17. note that there are two options for the provision of support to the
Commission:

a. Employing Its oWn analytical staff but sharing back office services
with another agency. . . , .

b. Entering Into an arrangement with Treasury to provide both analytical
and back-office services.

18. note that agencies have different views on which option should be
preferred, with some agencies holding a strong view that the Treasury
support option will undermine the Independence of the Commission. .

19. agree the Commission be reqUired to obtain Its analytical and
administrative, support from Treasury.

20. note that establishing the Commission as ari ICEwill allow the agency to
employ its own staff (while still sharing back-office support with another
agencY) at some time in the future, subject to the agreement of the
govemment.

21. note that a Bill is required to establish the Commission.

22. invite the MI,nister of Rnance to instruct the Parliamentary Counsel Office
to draft the necessary Bill to establish the Commission as outlined In this
paper.

23. authorise the Minister of Finance and the Minister for Regulatory Reform
to take decisions on minor policy issues that arise as the BJII is drafted.

24. agree that the establishment and operating costs of the agency will be met
by reduotlons to direct Crown funding of the following departments and
Crown Entities, with no impact on the govemmenfs operating balance: "
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. . Contribution.

:\.0/11 11/12
12j13 and

Ageney outvears

Treasury $237,0'00 $467,000 $500,000

Ministry of Economic Development $237,000 $467,000 $500,000

Department of Labour . $236,000 $467,000 .$500,000

Ministry of Agriculture and Fonestrv $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

Ministrv ofTransport $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

Minlstrv of Research, Science and Technology $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

Ministryforthe Environment $70,000 $140,000 $1?0,400

Statistics New Zealand $70,000 $140,000· $150,400

Inland Revenue Department $70,000 . $140,000 $150,400

Te Pun! K6kirl $70,000 $140,000· $150,400

Ministrv of Fisheries $70,000· $140,000 $150,400

Ministry of Education ' $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

State Services Commission $70,000 $140,000· $150,400

Department of Building and Housing $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

Ministry ofSocial Development $70,000 $:1.40,000 $150,400

Ministry of Health $70,000 ' $:1.40,000 $150,400

Justice Sector (Justice, C9Urts, Corrections, Police) $70,000 $:1.40,000 $150;400

'lleoartm·ent of Internal Affairs $70;000 $140,000 $150,4;00

New Zealand Customs Service ,$70,000 $140,000 $150,400

New Zealand Food Safetv Authoritv $70,000 $140;000 $150,400

Land Information New Zealand. $70,000 $140,000 $150,400
.

Housing Corporation $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

New Zealand Transport Agencv $70,000 $140,009 . $150,400

Tourism Board $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

New Zealand Trade and Enterprise $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

_ Tertiary Education Commission $70,000 $140,000 $1S0,400

Accident Compensation Corporation $70,000 $140,000 $150,400

Total $2.460m $4.901m $5.260m
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·25. note that the following agencies are still considering the funding proposal:
NZHC, NZTA, Tourism Board.

26. note tha.t the following agencies have argued that because of their
relatively small size and/or pressures on their baselines and implications for
outputs, they should contribute at a lower rate: DoL, NZFSA, L1NZ.
Customs.would also prefer a greater diffep~ntiatfon based oh size btlt .
accepts the proposed level of contribution. statfstics NZ and NZTE would .
prefer to make a contribution of their expertise rather than direct funding.

27. agree that the technical deialls of these transfers and the n·ecessary
changes to appropriations will be addressed as part of the Baseline
Alignment Proposals due from each Vote Minister on 8 March.

28. note that the final approval pf the technical changes to the identified
baselines in recommendation 24 above will be approved in the BUdget
·2010 Cabinet paper.

Han Bill English
Minister of Finance

Date signed:

/-:::;- I 2. / f 0 Date sign7t ('--(/~
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Annex 1: Examples of Inquiries and studies

Australian Productivity .commission

Annual Reyiew of Regulatory Burdens on Business (Current)

Australian and New Zealand Competition and Consumer Proteotion ~egimes (involved NZ)

Bilateral and Regional Trade Agreements (Current)

Chemicals and Plastics Regulation

Consumer Policy Framework and Consumer Produot Safety (involved NZ)

Disability Care and support (Forthooming)

. Eoonomio ImpaotS of Migration and PopUlation Growth

Energy Efficiency

.intemational Comparisons of ilie Resourcing of Universities and the Management of those
Resources

International Telecommunications Market Regulation

Review the Mutual Recognition Agreement and Trans~Tasman Mutual Recognition Arrangement
(involveci NZ) .

Review of National Competition Policy Arrangements

Road and Rail Freight Infrastructure Pricing

. Public support for soience and innovation in Australia .

Performance Benohmarking of Australian and New Zealand Business Regulation: Food Safety
(involved NZ)

Victorian Competition and Effioiency Commission

Inquiry into Regulatory Impediments In the.Financial Servioes Seotor(current)

Inquiry Into streamlining Local Government Regulation (current)

Inquiry Into Environmental Regulation in Victoria

Inquiry into managing transport congestion
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RegulatorY Impact Statement

'-----,----..
,
: Agency Disclosure Statement
!

,
I

!
I

i'

, '

IThis Regulatory ImpactSlalemenl has been prepared 'by the Treasury. l
! It provides 'an an,alysis' of options to establish an Independent source of advice 'to the i
: government on productivity-related issues In both the pUblic and private sectors. ,

!Tlw need for the government to receive advic,e on productivity-related, matters is not I,
i questioned. The question is whether one source of'that advice shouid be a new agency that is
I statutorily independent. The RIS addresses this critical question, while at the same time
i summarising the overaU costs and benefits of a new agency. ' ,

I The design and analysis of the preferre.d option has also been significantly influenced by the 1\,

: design and performance of the Australian Productivity Commission (APC), and Victorian
I Competition and Efficiency Commission (VCEC) which was in tum modelled on the APe., Jhei APC is regarded as best·practice internationally and provides an appropriste benchmark for a. !
I New Zealand'agency. I
: iIThe decision to establish a Productivity Commission is one that requires Judgment, as many of i
i the benefits and costs are not quantifiable. The full analysis, of which thIs document provides !

a summary, wiU be made publiclyavailable. i

Peter Mumford, Principal Advisor, The Treasury
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·-
Status quo and problem definition

Currently the Government seeks advice on productivity-related matters from Govemment
departmentsl;lnd; frqm time to time taskforces, commissions cif inquiry and international
organisations such as the DECO. These sources of advice are in tum informed by expert bodies,
including consultants and academic Institutions. Free and frank advice from Government .
departments, and contestable advice generally, is seen by manylo contribute to good quality
policy outcomes. . .

Notwithstanding these sources of advice, analysis by ireasury and the MinistrY of Economic
Deveiopment has concluded that current instituiio~al arrangements leave a gap for a new and
independent institution with specialised internal investigative capacity and a mandate to actively
survey the views of a range of stakeholders, to undertake inquiries, anc! significant ex post reviews
of regUlatory regimes. o.n the basis of this conclusion Cabinet agreed that officials undertake the
detailed design, analysis and costing ·of a possible agency te carry such inquiries and revIews.

The case for such an agency is made In the context of New Zealand's current economic
challenges. These include: regulatory settings that are believed to be constraining investment
and limiting productivitY.growth; R&D expenditure that is below the DECO average; future limits on
resource use·in relation to freshwater supply, marine space, fisheries, and.the assimilative .
capaoity of the atmosphere, soli, waterways and groundwater; relatlve low rates of partioipatlon in
education and training amongst some population groups (eg, some age groups, socioeconomic
groups, and Maori and Paoiflo Island peoples); Inadequate infrastructure in some areas, and; low
domestic savings and shallow equity and bond markets.

New Zealand needs to significantly imprOVE< its econom.ic perfomianoe through addressing. .
·constraints.and exploiting opportimil1es. The ec6nomio measure of performance is productivitY,
directed to the overall well-being of New Zealanders: Given the complex challenges facing liJew
Zealand ths government must have access to a wide range of new ideas that potentially challenge
the status quo. These Ideas need to be supported by widely consulted and evidence-based
analysis that is credible to both the government and external stakeholders, often on.different sides
of a policy issue. MMP has inpreased the complexitY of the decision-making envIronment in this
regard. .

While Government departments provide proQuctlvi(y-related policy advice, .in reality they are not
unfettered in the preparation and delivery of such advice. They are influenced by Ministerial
preferences and government policy frameworks, and in some cases the Immediate demands of
the day crowd ou~ or limit the effort they might otherwise make into forward looking evidenCe
based polloy. In effect, departments cannot be expected to consistently act as independently as an

. agency that is given statutory independence.

A plausible alternative to government departments is ad hoc bodies such as taskforces. While
such bodies have their place, their temporary nature makes it harder for them to support the
accumulation of knowledge over time. In addition, they are less Ilkeiy to have at their foundation a
methodology that (a) is capable of replication, thus reducing the costs of having to develop a new
methodology each time an Inquiry or rei/iew is required (brhas been accepted by the government,
departments and external stakeholders as producing high qualitY analysis, and (c) proVides the
focus of building and maintaining analytical capability.

Objectives

The desired Government outcome is an alternative source of credible policy advice on
opportunities to fmprove significantly New Zealand's productivity performance thata~ highly
compl~x and potentiaUy oontroversial (there is a. diversity of views and interests on the issue held
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by influential stakeholders). The new body should improve the net quality of advice available to
decision-makers. .

:The agency that provides such advice needs to be persuasive, and this is associated With
independence, relevance to the government's policy agenda, a,nd competence. These criteria
reflect the Australian objectives and experience with the APC and VCEC.

Regulatory impact analysis

Options

Haying regard to the pr9b1em definition which is associated with constraints on the main
alternative sources of advice. government departments and ad hOG bodies, a single option has
been analysed, but there are alternative ways in which that option can be configured,

The option is. an independent'agency which has as its purp~se the improvement of productivity in
both the pUblic and private sectors In a way that is directed at supporting the'overall well-being of

. New Zealanders.

The scope of the agency will include, but will not be limited to: enterprise (tax, regulation and
competition), skills, innovation, infrastructure, natural resources, investment, Intemationa[
connectedne~, and public sector prodUctivity. ' '

The functions of the agency will be to:

Primary

• Hold inquiries into, and report to the Minister about, productivity related matters that are
referred to it'by the Minister (there would be provision for joint work With the APC into
productivity related mattera); "

• Conduct ex post reviews of regulatory regimes;

• Conduct one-off reviews of the efficiency and effectiveness of regulatory agencies; and

• Undertake ex'ante regulatory impact analysis (RIA) for SPecific regulatory proposals.

Secondary

• Undertake and publish its own research Into productivity-related matters to build its
institutional knowiedge and, as such, support its inqUiry and reviews functions; and

• Promote public understanding of matlers relating to productivity. '

The. agency would be headed by 3-4 part-time Commissioners, one'ofwhom would be Chair, and
there is also provision to appoint Associate Commissioners. The Commission wouid be supported
by a staff of ~pproximatelY21 FTEs. This equates to an annual bUdget of aboul $5 miliion,

The government would l;letermine the work programme for the agency, and it would only
undertake inqui[iJ>s, reviews and RIA on the basis of a reference from the government. The work
programme wouid be made public, as would the terms of reference. The responsIble Minister
would be required to.table agency reports pursuant to inqUiries and reviews, but there would not
be an obligation on t~e government to respond. . .

The agency would be an Independent Crown Entity (ICE). There a number of ways in which
supportfor the agency can be configured. Because different configurations have implications for
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perceived independence, and independence has been identified as a key criterion, the options and
analysis have been included in the RIS. .

Anal~sis

The evidence that an independent, relevant and competent agency with the purpose and functions
described above, will provide an alternative source of credible policy advice on opportunities to
significantly Improve N~w Zealand's-productivity performance comes from both the Australian
experience with the APC and VCEC, and domestic consultation.

Both the APC ·and VCEC assess theirperformance by reference to the number of
recommendations they make that are accepted by the Federal and State Governments: These
show that many recommendations are accepted. However, .this is not the oniy assessment criteria
that the APC and VCEC apply. They also jUdge their success on the basis ofwhether their
contribution to the debate on complex and controversial issues has contributed to the quality of the
deb~te, even if their recommendations are not.accepted.

A dimension to this is whether they generate repeat business from the Governments i.e. if the
govemments continue to give them complex and controversial inquiries this ·indicates that they are
valued.as avenues for having such iSl?ues analysed and debated. On both the reputatlonal and
repeat business measures the APe and VCEC illustrate positive performance.

·As documented in the full analysis, there is evidence of the potential value of an analogous
organIsation in New Zealand in the form of statements of latentdemand by New Zealand decision
makers and by those who unde.rstand the policy-making process In New ~ealand.

While consultation both in Australia and domestically confirmed the normative proposition that .
there is a gap for an agency of the type that exists in·Australia and proposed forNew Zealand, the
risks were also highlighted. The remainder of this analysis identifies the risks and how the design
and impiementation of the agency is planned to manage them.

The risk to h,dependence: Independence is seen as critical, and this includes perceived
independence. Establishing the agency as an ICE is intencled to secure the independence of the
agency. This gives Commissioners security of tenure (the threshold for removal is very high) ancl
the Minister is not able to direct the entity to haile regard to or give effect to government polley, .
ReqUiring public inquiries, and publishing both the terms of reference and final reports (the APC is .
also required to pUblish draft reports) is Intended to contribute to transparency. The appointment
of Commissioners who have a ~igh ievel of credibility is a: key implementation strategy.

In reiation to perceived independence, the way support Is configured may have an influence•.
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Ontion Sub-ontions Costs and benefits
Stand-alone agency Benefrts: seen to be a fully Independent agency.

Costs: because of size and novelty may not be seen
as an attractive place to work.

Shared services Treasury Benefits: cost savings In the order of $2.00,000.

Other polley agency Costs: low risk that agencywill be seen to be
influenced by thinking of agency with whom itshares ,

Non-pollcyage.ncy services, if a policy agency.

Shared services and Treasury or other Benefits: co-location may contribute to capability
co-location policy agency through facilitating 'commi.!nities of interest' between

analysts.

Costs: low-m'edlum risk that agency wnI be seen to be
influenced bv thinkina of Dollcv·aaenov.

Non-policy agency Benefits and costs - nil (beyond sharing services}. .'. . .

Shared services, 'co- Treasury or other Benefits: large host agency may make the NZPC a
location and staff policy agency more attractive employer. Co-location may contribute
employed by host to capability through'facilltating 'communities of
agency interest' between analysts. Contributes to the

government's objective of reducing proliferation of
public sector bodies. •

Costs: medium-high risk that agency will be seen to
,be Influenced by thinking of policy agency. RIsk drops
to medium if the NZPC is not co-Iocated. '

Independent Treasury or other Benefits: as for prevIous opiion.
function within an polley agency
existing agency Costs: high risk that agertcy wm be perceived be

, , ,influenced bv,thinklna of ooUcvaaencv,

Risk to relevance: If the analysis undertaken by the ~gency is not considered by the government
to be relevant then the agency Will not be effective, or seen to be effective, by either the
government or stakeholders. Req'uiring the agency to undertaKe inquirieS only byway of
reference from the government, and terms of reference which highlight the government's particular

, questions, is intended to ensure that agency only does'what the government values.

Commissioners will need,to exercise a oritical judgement when making recommendations on how
far to push a policy approach. The Australian commentators noted that the agency should avoid
being, seen as 'ideological'. While the NZPC would be able to undertake its own research and
promote pUblic understanding of productivitY-related matters, it could not do this in a manner that
is inconsistent with the principle that the government directs the Commission on what policy work it
should undertake.

Risk to competence: The'agency must have critical mass and the correct skill sets critical for
competence. The size of the proposed agency has been benchmarked against the VCEC as a
comparable body that has achieved critical mass. The agency will need to attract and retain
competent staff. The Commission will need to be funded to offer competitive salaries. It is also
expected that there will be a high level of Cooperation between the agency and the APe. and the
agency will leverage off the APC's knOWledge and experience, as well as engaging in joint work.

'.
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Consultation

Discussions were held With a small number of New Zealand senior public servants, current and
past politicians and Informed commentators from consultancies and academia. Discussions were
also held with the APC, VCEC and Australial'l Treasury. .

The purpose of-the domestic consultation was not intended to represent a comprehensive survey
·of all of those who have knowledge of, or Interest in, the issue, but rather to .lest keY'propositions
· in relation to the problem definition, benefrts and Hsks·that were identified through the AustralIan
experience. The consultation confirmed the Australian experience,.and it was judged that further
consultation in New Zealand w9u1d qUickly reach diminishing relurns.

Conclusions and recommendations

The analysis that has been undertaken concludes that the expected benefrts of a NZPC are likely
to significantly el\ceed the expected costs. The benefits are associated with an independent

· source of advice"to the government on ways to improve New Zealand's productivity performance,
generated by a specialist body that develops its advice through rigorous, transparent, community
',Vide processes_ This conclusion is subject to Implementation and design'risks associated with .
perceived independence, relevance and competence. Strategies have been developed to manage
these risks and these.have been reflected In the design.

Implementafion .

Th~ agency would be established by statute. An Implementation unIt would be established and
· would have responsibility for putting in place the physical infrastructure' and administrative

arrangements, and running the appointments process. .

Monitoring, evaluation and review

The agency will be subject to ongoing monitoring by the Treasury.

A five year review of the'agency is proposed.
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